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ABSTRACT

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools

have been used extensively in the analysis and

development of the X-43A Hyper-X Research Vehicle

(HXRV). A significant element of this analysis is the

prediction of integrated vehicle aero-propulsive

performance, which includes an integration of

aerodynamic and propulsion flow fields. This paper

describes analysis tools used and the methodology for

obtaining pre-flight predictions of longitudinal

performance increments. The use of higher-fidelity
methods to examine flow-field characteristics and

scramjet flowpath component performance is also

discussed. Limited comparisons with available ground

test data are shown to illustrate the approach used to

calibrate methods and assess solution accuracy. Inviscid

calculations to evaluate lateral-directional stability

characteristics are discussed. The methodology behind

3D tip-to-tail calculations is described and the impact of

3D exhaust plume expansion in the aftbody region is

illustrated. Finally, future technology development needs

in the area of hypersonic propulsion-airframe integration

analysis are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Hypersonic airbreathing vehicle configurations

are characterized by highly-integrated propulsion

flowpath and airframe systems. A significant challenge

in the development of this class of vehicle is an

assessment of propulsion-airframe flow field interactions

and the integrated aero-propulsive performance of

candidate systems. Advanced experimental, analytical

and computational tools are being developed to aid in the
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design of configurations that exploit propulsion-airframe

interactions to maximize performance and enhance

stability and control characteristics. Presently,

capabilities for testing complete engine flowpath/

airframe configurations that model all of the pertinent

interactions affecting integrated vehicle performance are
limited. Predictive methodologies, including

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and other analysis

tools, must encompass a wide range of modeling

capabilities to capture all of the relevant flow physics of

the complete scramjet flowpath as well as the external

airframe. This analysis is normally accomplished using a

multi-level approach, increasing in complexity and

fidelity as the design is matured. The preliminary

analysis phase may employ different tools for the various

fiowpath components, which necessitates the

development of force accounting systems appropriate for

specific configurations. CFD is also a valuable tool used

to interpret aerodynamic and propulsion ground test
data.

One objective of the Hyper-X program is to

develop and mature the technologies required for

hypersonic airbreathing flight. 1 Three flight tests of the

Hyper-X Research Vehicle (HXRV), or X-43A, are

currently scheduled to obtain in-flight performance data

on a scramjet-powered hypersonic configuration. The

first two of these flight tests will be at Mach 7 test
conditions with a third flight at Mach 10. The

development of the Mach 7 X-43A required a pre-flight

assessment of longitudinal and lateral-directional aero-

propulsive characteristics near the target flight test
condition. 2 The development of this pre-flight data base

was accomplished through extensive aerodynamic wind-
tunnel testing 3 and a combination of 3D inviscid

airframe calculations and cowl-to-tail scram jet cycle

analyses to generate longitudinal performance
increments between mission sequences. These

increments were measured directly and validated

through tests of the Hyper-X flight engine (HXFE) and

vehicle flowpath simulator (VFS) in the NASA Langley
8-Foot High Temperature Tunnel (8-Ft. HTT). 4

Predictions were refined with tip-to-tail Navier-Stokes

calculations, which also provided information on



scramjetexhaustplumeexpansionintheaftbodyregion.
A qualitativeassessmentof lateral-directionalstability
characteristicswasmadethroughaseriesoftip-to-tail
inviscidcalculations,includinga simulationof the
poweredscramjetflighttestcondition.CFDpredictions
werealsousedto addressotheraspectsof vehicle
performanceandflight testdevelopment,including
boundarylayertripdesignandassessment5,thermaland
structuralloadsand scramjetflowpathcomponent
performance.

The Hyper-Xprogramrepresentsthe first
opportunitytocorrelateanalyticalandCFDpredictions
withground-testandflight-testdataonanairframe-
integratedscramjetconfiguration.Comparisonswith
availablegroundtestandflightdatawill beusedto
calibratetoolsandphysicalmodels.SincetheCFDand
experimentaltest techniquesusedin the Hyper-X
programrepresentthestateof theart in hypersonic
propulsion-airframeintegration(PAl) research,an
examinationofthesemethodsalsoprovidesinsightinto
futuretechnologydevelopmentneedsforthenextphase
ofhypersonicvehicledevelopment.

Thispaperpresentsanoverviewofthemethods
usedin theanalysisandpre-flightdevelopmentof the
Mach7X-43Avehicle.A discussionofCFDcodesand
otheranalysistoolsis includedwith theirrespective
capabilitiesandlimitations.Theappropriatenessof
variousphysicalmodelingapproximationsandtheir
effecton performancepredictionsis discussed.The
methodologyforintegrationoftoolsforvariousflowpath
componentsis discussedwith limitedresultsand

comparisonsto availabledata.Finally,a discussionof
futurechallengesfor hypersonicpropulsion/airframe
integrationandpredictivemethodologiesfor integrated
vehicleperformanceispresented.

MISSION DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

REOUIREMENTS

The nominal Hyper-X flight trajectory is

illustrated in figure i. The flight profile begins with the

captive carry flight of the Hyper-X Launch Vehicle
(HXLV) under the wing of a B-52 aircraft. The HXLV

consists of the X-43A mounted to the first stage of a

Pegasus ® booster rocket, manufactured by Orbital

Sciences Corporation, with a vehicle-to-booster adapter.

Following air-launch of the HXLV from the B-52, the
vehicle is boosted to the appropriate flight test condition

and, at burnout, the X-43A separates from the booster.

Upon stabilization, the cowl door, which remains closed

throughout the boost phase to block the inlet entrance

and protect the internal engine components from high

heat loads during boost, opens to establish flow through

the engine. Following a few seconds of unpowered

operation, hydrogen fuel is introduced and the powered

portion of the scramjet test is conducted, lasting

approximately seven seconds. A series of parameter

identification (PID) maneuvers are then conducted and
the cowl door closes as the vehicle begins a controlled

descent prior to mission termination, while conducting
additional PID maneuvers to measure lower Mach

number aerodynamic stability and control

characteristics. This flight profile necessitates the
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analysis of three distinct mission phases: cowl-closed

unpowered, cowl-open unpowered and cowl-open

powered. Much of the analysis for aero-propulsive

performance is built upon the prediction of force and
moment increments between the various mission points.

The term "inlet-open increment" is used to refer to the

difference in force and moment quantities between the

cowl-open unpowered and cowl-closed points and the

term "power-on increment" is used to refer to the
difference between the inlet-open powered and

unpowered phases of the flight.

A complete nose-to-tail analysis of the X-43A

at the conditions of interest requires a wide range of flow

modeling capabilities. A summary of the relevant flow

physics and prediction requirements is shown in figure 2.

At hypersonic Mach numbers, high temperature gas

effects become important. For the Mach 7 Hyper-X flight
conditions, it is sufficient to model the flow field as a

mixture of thermally-perfect gases, where

thermodynamic quantities vary as a function of

temperature using curve fits for the appropriate species.

Composite species models may be used to approximate

the composition as a single species to reduce

computational overhead. Surface pressure and skin

friction predictions are generally required on all external
surfaces to resolve vehicle forces and moments and to

provide structural loadings on vehicle components. Heat

transfer predictions may also be required to assess

thermal loads. This implies the need for appropriate

turbulence models and knowledge of the boundary layer

state. Accurate computations of forebody flow fields,

characterized by shocks, shock-boundary layer

interactions and potentially separated flow regions, are

required to compute mass capture at the cowl lip station.
The inlet flow field is characterized by shock-boundary

External flow field/
Airframe
• Prediction of surface

pressure, skin friction, heat
transfer

• Transition and Turbulence

Modeling

layer interactions, flow separation in unfavorable

pressure gradients, high leading edge thermal loads and

corner flow regions. Accurate computation of the inlet/

isolator region is necessary to provide equivalent ID

properties to evaluate component performance.

Computation of the combustor flow field requires

modeling fuel injection and complex mixing phenomena
as well as finite rate chemical reactions. Downstream of

the combustor, the high-temperature scramjet exhaust

flow field must be modeled by approximating the species

constituents of the combustion process. This powered

exhaust plume expands in the aftbody region and may

interact with vehicle aerodynamic or control surfaces,

especially at deflected wing settings or when the vehicle

is at non-zero angles of attack or sideslip. The

determination of integrated vehicle performance requires

analysis of both internal and external flow fields and an

appropriate accounting of the interactions between the
two. Another objective of the Hyper-X analysis is to
determine the extent to which these flow features must be

modeled in order to generate quantities of interest with

engineering-level accuracy.

ANALYSIS TOOLS

The primary CFD tool used for the pre-fiight

performance analysis of the X-43A is the General

Aerodynamic Simulation Program (GASP), a product of
AeroSoft, Inc. 6 GASP is a multi-block, structured-grid,

upwind-based, Navier-Stokes flow solver. Mixtures of

thermally-perfect gases are modeled usin_ polynomial
curve fits for thermodynamic properties.- GASP can

model frozen, equilibrium or finite-rate chemistry with

models for hydrogen-air combustion. The Baldwin-

Lomax algebraic turbulence model with the Goldberg
backflow correction has been widely applied for

turbulent flows. 8 Various two-equation eddy-viscosity

External Nozzle/Aftbody Region
• Exhaust PlumeCharacteristics: Effects of

Exit Plane Non-Uniformity,Angle-of-

Attack, Sideslip Effects.
• Plume InteractionswithAirframe/Control

................. Surfaces

Forebody/External Cowl
• Shock Shapes/Locations
• ViscousInteractionEffects

• Transitionto Turbulence

• Inlet Flow Profiles: Mass, Momentum Flux,

Energy
• Shock/Shock Interaction on Cowl LE

Inlet/Isolator
• Sh0ck/BL Interactions

• 3D Geometry flow fields

• Separated Flow Regions

• Kinetic Energy Efficiencies

• Starting Characteristics

Combustor

• Fuel/Air Mixing

• Chemical/ThermalNon-Equilibrium flow fields

• Modeling of Injector Geometry

Figure 2. X-43A Flow Physics and Flow Modeling Requirements.



formulationsarealsoavailableinGASPandhavebeen
used for various applications.Convergence
accelerationoptionsincludea V-cyclemulti-grid
algorithm,meshsequencingandlocaltimestepping.A
largecalibrationdatabaseisavailableforGASPfor
hypersonicconfigurationsandscramjetflowfields.
Predictionsforsurfacepressure,flow-fieldquantities
andintegratedforcesandmomentshavecompared
welltoavailableexperimentaldataatunpoweredand
simulatedpoweredconditionsinpreviousstudies.9-13

AnotherCFDtool usedin theHyper-X
scramjetflowpathdesignandanalysisis theViscous
UpwindAlgorithmfor ComplexFlow Analysis
(VULCAN)./4VULCANis a Navier-Stokessolver
capableofsolvingturbulentreactingandnon-reacting
flows.Physicalmodelingcapabilitiesincludeavariety
ofone-equationandtwo-equationturbulencemodels,
compressibilitymodels,finite-ratechemistryand
turbulence-chemistryinteractioneffects.A varietyof
numericalschemestoreducecomputationalcostare
alsoavailable,includingwall functionsfor two-
equationturbulencemodels,multi-gridmethodsfor
elliptic and space-marchingschemes,mesh
sequencingandconditioningofgoverningequationsto
reducenumericalstiffness.Recentenhancementsto
thecodeincludeparallelcapabilitiesthroughtheuse
ofmessage-passinginterface(MPI)routines.

Twoadditionaltoolsareusedforanalysisof
the internalpropulsionflowpath.Thefirst is the
supersonichydrogeninjectionprogram (SHIP). I5'16

SHIP uses the SIMPLE (semi-implicit method for

pressure-linked equations) method to solve the

parabolized, mass-averaged equations for

conservation of mass, momentum, total energy, total
fuel and turbulence fields in a variable area domain of

rectangular cross section. The second tool used for
flowpath analysis is the SRGULL code. 17SRGULL is

comprised of a two-dimensional/axisymmetric Euler
flow solver (SEAGULL), which is used to solve the

forebody, inlet and external nozzle regions of the lower

surface flowpath, and a one-dimensional chemical

equilibrium cycle analysis code (SCRAM), which is

used to approximate the combustor flow field.
SRGULL also includes an integral boundary layer

method (HUD) to provide a viscous component to the
forces and moments and has a one-dimensional

isolator model used to predict the onset location of

pressure rise ahead of the fuel injectors associated with
heat addition due to combustion. Several scaling

factors, based on previous studies and ground test data,
are included to account for such factors as mass

spillage, inlet kinetic energy efficiency, base pressure,

combustion efficiency and nozzle thrust multiplier to

account for three-dimensional effects.

pRE-FLIGHT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

Lqngitodinal Performance Increments

The development of the X-43A pre-flight aero-

propulsive performance data base includes an analysis of

the post-separation point through the powered flight

experiment. Although not the focus of this paper, the data

base also supports the ascent, stage separation and post-

experiment descent phases of the mission as well. Three

mission points are analyzed: cowl-closed, cowl-open

unpowered and cowl-open powered. A large body of wind-
tunnel data exists for the cowl-closed configuration.

Because of model scale and facility limitations, it is not

possible to simulate the flow-through engine or to model

powered effects in available aerothermodynamic facilities.

Therefore, CFD predictions were used to determine the

inlet-open and power-on performance increments. These

increments were then applied to the experimental data base

to develop predictions for longitudinal performance in each

of the three mission phases. The increments were

computed using GASP to obtain 3D inviscid flow solutions

for the X-43A airframe and SRGULL computations for the

propulsive flowpath surfaces of cowl-open configurations

from the cowl leading edge station to the vehicle trailing

edge (inlet/isolator, combustor, internal and external

nozzle). Figure 3 illustrates the force accounting system

used in this methodology.

The inviscid calculations were obtained using a

space marching technique with the exception of the blunt

nose of the vehicle. Sidewall, cowl and wing leading edges

are treated as aerodynamically sharp. The use of the

inviscid approximation reduces computational time and

allows multiple points to be analyzed. Solutions were

obtained for the flight-scale X-43A over a matrix of points
that included variations of Mach number and angle of

Top and Chine Surfaces: Airframe

Engine Sidewalls: Airframe ......

Wing and Tail Surfaces:
Airframe

+Ct, Cm_

Forebody: Airframe

Internal Flowpath: Propulsion

External Cowl: Airframe

Z

External Nozzle: Propulsion
X

Figure 3. X-43A Force Accounting Methodology.



attackaroundtheMach7 testpoint.A qualitative
depictionof thecomputedperformanceincrementsis
showninfigure4.Thepredictionsindicateadecreasein
normalandaxialforceaswellasanose-downpitching
momentincrementwhenthecowldoorisopeneddueto
highersurfacepressureontheexternalnozzleandarelief
fromthehighpressureontheforward-facingcowldoor.
A decreaseinaxialforceaswellasanose-downpitching
momentincrementis predictedfor the power-on
incrementduetothepressurizationoftheexternalnozzle
surfacefromthepoweredscramjetexhaustplume.

Vi_9ous Predictions

Viscous predictions of the cowl-closed

configuration were also obtained at various conditions to

examine trends due to Reynolds number effects.

Computations with GASP were obtained for a model-

scale configuration at ground test conditions and for a

full-scale configuration at representative flight

conditions. The GASP calculations are performed by

space marching most of the body, with the exception of

the blunt nose region and the wake region aft of the cowl

trailing edge in the aftbody and the vehicle base. The

Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model is used as the
turbulence model in these calculations.

Viscous forebody and flowpath computations

were also used to examine various aspects of vehicle and

component performance. PNS forebody calculations

were used to predict inlet mass capture for the vehicle

and subscale flowpath models. The Baldwin-Lomax

turbulence model was generally used with the transition
location fixed based on estimations of the effectiveness

of boundary layer transition strips on the forebody.

Limited experimental pressure data from ground tests

show good agreement with surface pressure predictions.
A series of viscous forebody computations at various

angles of attack and sideslip angles at Mach 6 wind
tunnel conditions was used to provide a correlation with

surface pressure data used to calibrate an experimental
flush-air data sensors (FADS) system for measurement

of Mach number and angle of attack.]8 Figure 5 shows a

qualitative comparison of predicted and measured

pressures at one cross-sectional station. Reasonable

agreement was obtained considering that the

computations do not model the boundary layer trip

geometry. Viscous calculations of the inlet/isolator

region have been used to provide correlations with

surface pressure and schlieren data from various engine

flowpath tests. These computations have also been used

to compute equivalent 1D properties to evaluate scramjet

component performance.

Computations have also been performed to
obtain thermal loads on both the cowl-closed and cowl-

open configurations. Navier-Strokes solutions have been
used to evaluate turbulent heating amplification, corner
flow effects and shock-shock interaction effects on heat

flux predictions in the cowl leading edge and sidewall

regions. Figure 6 shows the surface grid topology in the
sidewall/cowl leading region used for a Navier-Stokes

calculation to obtain heat loads in this region for the

Normal Force Coefficient

.... 6 .... _ .... _ .... 6
Angle of Attack, ct

Axial Force Coefficient

------m-- Cowl-Closed (Release 5 Data)

Cowl-Open Unpowered (From CFD As)

Cowl-Open Powered (From CFD As)

I/O A = CFD=.m._ - CFD=.__=o,, _

P/O A = CFDpo_,., d - CFD=_o.,. _

Pitching Moment

-2.... ; .... _ .... _ .... 6
Angle of Attack, _z

-2.... (;.... _ .... ,_.... 6
Angle of Attack, _t

Figure 4. CFD Prediction of X-43A longitudinal performance increments at Mach 7.
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Figure 5. Comparisons of wind-tunnel surface pressure
measurements and CFD predictions at forebody station.

cowl-closed configuration.

Code Calibration and Accuracy Assessment

Code calibration and accuracy assessment is

accomplished through appropriate comparisons of CFD

predictions with available experimental data. Figure 7

shows a qualitative comparison of force and moment

predictions from 3D GASP inviscid and viscous
computations of the X-43A cowl-closed configuration

with subscale wind tunnel data at Mach 6. The results

from a viscous computation shown in the figure were
obtained at the same Reynolds number and model scale

as the data. There is an obvious discrepancy with the

inviscid CFD axial force prediction. The agreement is

much better for the viscous computation. Normal force

coefficient is also slightly overpredicted and smaller

nose-up pitching moment values are predicted than are
indicated by the data base comparisons. There is little

significant difference between the inviscid and viscous
computations in normal force or pitch at 0 ° angle of

attack. The discrepancies between the data and CFD

predictions are most likely the result of a combination of
uncertainties in corrections made to the data and physical

modeling approximations in the calculations. The data

shown in figure 7 have been corrected for sting

interference effects, base pressurization and other facility

and testing procedure effects. Assumptions regarding the

boundary layer and the lack of modeling of the forebody

boundary layer trips may also contribute to the

uncertainty of CFD predictions. Despite these

approximations in physical modeling and considering

the uncertainties in the data, the agreement is considered

good. Comparisons of forebody and aftbody surface

pressure predictions with HXFE/VFS full-scale data

obtained in the 8-Ft. HTT also show good agreement.

Additionally, inviscid surface pressure predictions do not

differ substantially from viscous predictions for external

Cowl Leading Edge Region

Cowl Door

(Ciooed Poslflon)

Cowl Lending Edge

Fombody Surflco

Figure 6. Mach 7 cowl-closed viscous grid used for heat
transfer prediction.

airframe surfaces, suggesting that the inviscid

approximation is sufficient to obtain pressure loads on
these surfaces.

Verification of predicted force and moment

coefficients from SRGULL is accomplished primarily

through comparisons of SRGULL surface pressure and
force and moment predictions with higher-fidelity CFD

solutions for comparable component efficiencies as well

as appropriate comparisons between predictions and

data. Experimental measurements from various scram jet

flowpath tests in Langley scramjet test facilities have

shown good agreement in terms of axial force and

surface pressure predictions. Reasonable agreement with

surface pressures have also been obtained in the inlet/
isolator and nozzle regions. Reasonable correlations of

pitching moment have also been obtained.

The only experimental verification of the CFD-

computed longitudinal force and moment data base

predictions for the cowl-open configurations were
obtained from tests of the HXFE/VFS model in the 8-Ft.

HTT. 3 The 8-Ft. HTT is a propulsion test facility that

uses methane-air combustion and oxygen replenishment

to generate a test gas with total enthalpy and Mach
number equivalent to flight conditions. 19 The VFS is a

full-scale model with that duplicates the flowpath and
chine surfaces of the X-43A, but does not model other

components. A sketch of the VFS model mounted in the

test section is shown in figure 8. The primary objective of

these tests was to verify the propulsion thrust

performance, fuel sequencing, and operability of all

engine-related subsystems. Force and moment data for

each of the three post-separation mission points (cowl-

closed, cowl-open unpowered and cowl-open powered)

near the scramjet test point were also obtained. The VFS
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Figure 7, X-43A cowl-closed predictions vs. subscale experimental data base at Mach 6.

configuration models all of the salient features of the

flowpath surface affected by these transitions, including

3D expansion of the scramjet exhaust plume over the

aftbody surface. Because of the differences in geometry

and test gas composition, only the cowl-opening and

power-on increments obtained in the test can be utilized.

In general, these data show good agreement with the
predicted increments. 3 The magnitude of axial and

normal force as well as pitching moment increments are

comparable and the measurements confirm a small nose-

down pitching moment resulting from the cowl-opening

sequence. Furthermore, detailed comparisons of surface

pressure distributions from these tests and viscous and

inviscid CFD predictions as well as cowl-to-tail scramjet

flowpath cycle predictions show that the 8-Ft. HTT test

conditions are a good simulation of flight parameters.

The comparisons show that the pre-fiight database

14 14775"

Front View Side View

Figure 8. HXFE/VFS model installed in the 8-Ft. HTT.

prediction methodology is sufficient to provide an

accurate prediction of total force and moment
increments. However, higher fidelity Navier-Stokes

solutions are required to resolve detailed physics of the

flowpath.

Lateral-Directional Stability Characteristics

Computations were obtained on the X-43A at

the same three mission points analyzed previously in

order to evaluate the effect of the cowl-opening and fuel-

on sequences on lateral-directional stability. 2° No

experimental force and moment data is available for the

cowl-open configurations at non-zero sideslip angles.

Computational cost and gridding requirements are

prohibitively large for 3D viscous computations at non-
zero sideslip. 3D inviscid computations were obtained

for the cowl-closed, cowl-open unpowered and cowl-

open powered conditions at Mach 7, 2° angle-of-attack,

and 0° and 3° sideslip. The unpowered computations

were obtained using GASP, including the internal

flowpath without the geometry of the fuel injectors in the

combustor. The powered computations were obtained

using a 1D cycle analysis method for the combustor.

Several lateral stations were computed for the combustor

analysis in order to approximate some lateral variation in

flow field properties at the 3° sideslip condition. Figure 9

shows predicted values for side force, yawing moment

and rolling moment derivatives computed from the 0°

and 3° predictions. The CFD analysis predicts that the

cowl-opening and power-on sequences of the flight have
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Figure 9. Inviscid CFD Predictions of X-43A Lateral-Directional Stability Derivatives at Mach 7.

little significant direct effect on the lateral-directional

stability. There is, however, a significant indirect effect of

the powered flight condition on airframe stability and

control as a result of the horizontal wing deflection

required to trim the resultant propulsive-induced

pitching moment. An analysis of the aftbody flow field

solution also indicates some impingement of the

powered scramjet exhaust plume on the horizontal wing

surface of the vehicle at the 3° sideslip, 2 ° angle of attack

condition. No analysis was done to evaluate control

surface effectiveness under powered conditions or to

evaluate exhaust plume interaction effects at non-zero

sideslip with deflected wing surfaces.

Tip-to-Tail Simulations

A viscous tip-to-tail calculation, including a

simulation of powered effects, was used to provide the

most detailed prediction of performance possible at the
target flight test point of Mach 7, 2° angle-of-attack. 21

This calculation was accomplished using GASP to
simulate both external and internal flow fields, including

modeling the powered scramjet exhaust effects. AID

cycle analysis was still used to approximate the

combustor flow field due to the complexity of modeling

the geometry of this region as well as the physical

modeling requirements and computational cost to

compute turbulent reacting flow fields in the combustor.

A summary of the methodology is shown in figure 10.

External flow fields are typically computed by solving

the PNS equations except in the regions of the nose and

cowl leading edge where bluntness effects are important.

The scramjet exhaust plume is modeled as a single-

species thermally-perfect gas. An analysis of the aftbody
flowfield from this calculation shows that the exhaust

plume expands beyond the boundaries of the external

nozzle "propulsion" surface as defined in figure 3,

creating uncertainty in the force accounting assumptions

used previously to couple propulsion flowpath and
airframe CFD predictions. This effect is illustrated in

figure 11, which shows density contours of the exhaust

plume at several cross-sections along the aftbody. A

comparison of total integrated forces and moments from
this calculation with those developed from applying the

CFD-computed performance increments to experimental

cowl-closed data base values shows only small

M Idse ct Ion:

Forebody: PNS
.Elliptic leading edge U
• PNS forebody
.Transition location specffed

•Interpolation I
•Elliptic region
• Laminar leading edge

Inlet:
• PNS/TLNS Caculetlon
.Turbulent sidewall and body-side A.,.._.,_:_k^"'"
.Transition specified cowl-side

• Exhaust gas/Air modeled
Internal Nozzle:

.PNS
• Inflow from Combustor Cycle Analysis

• Single Composite Species

Figure 10. 3D Tip-to-Tail Solution Methodology.
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differences in predicted axial force and pitching moment,

indicating that this "spillage" effect is small at the

nominal Hyper-X scramjet flight test condition.

FUTURE HYPERSONIC PAl ANALYSIS

The X-43A pre-flight database methodology,

utilizing inviscid airframe CFD computations and

scramjet flowpath cycle analyses, was successful in

predicting pre-flight basic longitudinal performance
increments based on a comparison with available

experimental data from HXFE/VFS testing. However, an
assessment of the methodology illustrates areas of

uncertainty and highlights opportunities for technology

development. The inviscid approximation, which was

necessary to reduce computational time and memory

requirements and enable multiple 3D airframe

calculations at parametric conditions, necessitates the

use of approximate methods to determine viscous drag

forces. The uncertainty in this prediction contributes to

the overall uncertainty in trim performance and net thrust

predictions at the powered scram jet test point.
Interactions of the powered scramjet exhaust plume with

airframe and control surfaces are not fully captured in the

data base approach. The 3D tip-to-tail analysis illustrated

the three-dimensional exhaust plume expansion in the

aftbody region, which makes it difficult to define a force

accounting system that separates propulsive and

aerodynamic forces. Furthermore, the methodology used

for the X-43A is highly configuration dependent and

applicable only to a point design. Future hypersonic

airbreathing systems will require analysis across a broad

trajectory. Predictions, as well as data, for angle of attack

or sideslip effects on plume expansion characteristics are

lacking. No direct measurements were available for the

cowl-open configurations to evaluate lateral-directional

stability, control surface effectiveness or associated trim

drag penalties under powered conditions. Pre-flight

predictions were based on unpowered cowl-closed wind-

tunnel data and the effect of any plume interaction was

neglected in these models. Additional data on these
effects is needed in the development of future systems.

A continued maturation of hypersonic

airbreathing vehicle technologies is dependent on the

development of advanced experimental and

computational techniques to fully examine PAI

characteristics of candidate designs and to exploit

airframe-propulsive interactions to maximize

performance. Higher fidelity analysis methods are

required earlier in the design and development process to

fully evaluate trim performance. This implies a need to

implement algorithmic and hardware improvements that

improve the efficiency of Navier-Stokes codes to reduce

computation times and enable studies over a wide range
of conditions within reasonable time frames.

Implementation of parallel methods offer improvements
in run-time efficiency. Other algorithmic advances, such

as multi-grid methods, dynamic grid adaptation and
other convergence acceleration techniques, may provide

improvements. Advanced grid strategies, such as overset

or unstructured grids, may be appropriate for 3D vehicle
calculations and other complex geometries. Continuing

advances in physical modeling capabilities will also

improve the fidelity of predictions, including advanced
turbulence models, transition prediction, turbulence-

chemistry interactions, finite-rate chemistry models

(particularly for hydrocarbon fuels) and modeling of

multi-phase flows. Validation of models will be

enhanced by correlations of CFD predictions, ground
test data and flight data for the X-43A. Continued

maturation of these tools will progress towards the goal

of solving full 3D tip-to-tail flowpaths with reacting flow

chemistry in reasonable computation times as well as 3D

vehicle analyses over a wider range of conditions.

_;UMMARY

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and

other analytical tools have been used in the development

and pre-flight analysis of the Mach 7 X-43A vehicle.

Integrated aero-propulsion performance was predicted

using 3D inviscid airframe computations and

engineering cycle analysis tools. Longitudinal

performance increments compare well with measured

increments from integrated flowpath tests of the Hyper-

X flight engine (HXFE). Surface pressure predictions

compare well with limited ground test data. CFD was

also used to qualitatively assess lateral-directional

stability characteristics. Viscous computations were used

to evaluate scramjet flowpath component performance

and other phenomena. A 3D viscous tip-to-tail

simulation was performed which shows detailed flow

field characteristics of the vehicle at the target scramjet

flight test condition. An assessment of analysis methods



maybeusedtohighlightfuturetechnologydevelopment
needsforhypersonicairbreathingvehicles.
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